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a colourful evening
For its annual evening on June 22, IÉSEG
Network had stacked all the odds on its favour:
beautiful setting (Le Grand Bleu in Bastille),
mouth-watering menu (cocktails, champagne
and Bodega-style verrines), guinguette atmosphere on the banks of the Seine, jazz band
and DJ, nobody could resist! There was no lack
of exchange and sharing under the radiant
sun. Roll on 2019 with even more participants!
Any ideas, desires for next year? Feel free to
contact us!
@ More info: ieseg-network@ieseg.fr

iéseg network : at your service!
To provide a service constantly adapting to the
expectations of graduates, IÉSEG Network is
pleased to announce the recent recruitments
of Elizabeth Toucas, Career Manager and
Executive Coach and Annalisa La Monaca,
Alumni Project Officer on the La Défense
campus. They welcome you to their new offices
in the Paroi Nord - Grande Arche on the 27th
floor. IÉSEG Network is a team of four, with
Laëtitia Dugrain Noël and Irène Burietz in
Lille, to guide and support you throughout
your professional life!
@ More info: ieseg-network@ieseg.fr

a state-of-the-art club
Do you know the Digital Marketing & Innovation
Club? It provides the opportunity for IÉSEG
members interested in the subject to discuss
digital professions and their issues, but also
to share tips and ideas. Supervised by Yvon
Moysan (see interview p.12), club animators
Antoine Garcia, Kathleen Bellow and Taila
Elbaz, students of the block release Master's
degree in Digital Marketing & Innovation,
spearheaded two exciting events: on April 5,
a Neurodigital and Luxury Masterclass
focused on how to design smart e-commerce.
Five days later, a conference was dedicated
to GAFAM, giants of the digital economy.
Want to be part of the club? Contact us!

@ More info: a.lamonaca@ieseg.fr

A communication tool useful in both personal
and professional life, Neuro-Linguistic Programming was the subject of three workshops in
Paris in May and June. Their incredible success
made their host, Elizabeth Toucas, want more,
and organise them for the Lille audience! See
you in a few weeks for three progressive and
indissociable sessions to develop and improve
your listening and communication skills.

@ More info: e.toucas@ieseg.fr
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nlp, did you say nlp?
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let’s stay human!
Everyone has been talking about it for several
months and it seemed unthinkable to miss it:
artificial intelligence is the main theme of this
second issue. At IÉSEG Network, we have a
conviction: in terms of Alumni services and support,
whatever the circumstances, nothing will ever
replace human beings! Services specifically designed
to meet your needs, based on your comments,
to create ever-increasing connection, mutual aid
and sharing throughout your professional life.
September is traditionally a time to take stock and
the results of 2017/2018 are particularly positive:
launch of IÉS!, acclaimed conferences, creation
of new workshops to enrich our career offer and
still more individual coaching to help you build
the project that suits you best.
What if we did even better in 2018/2019?
Innovative workshops, even more events, the IÉSEG
Network caravan traveling throughout Europe
(see p.16), informal meetings in Lille, Paris
and in our international clubs: we are waiting
for more and more of you at these events!
Don't miss any event and stay tuned for our news by
joining us on social networks: Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter and, big news, Instagram since the start of
this school year! Still run by humans. For humans.
Laëtitia Dugrain Noël - IÉSEG Network Director
(IÉSEG 2008)

career focus
Thanks to IÉSEG Network career offer,
Alix Bruant got to know herself better
and to discover her true desires...
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Florence Poirel in front of Google AI
headquarters in Zurich (interview p.8.)
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what’s up?

putting things in perspective

Credit: Barbara Grossmann

equis accreditation: 5 more years!

Saying that June 12, 2018 will go down in our School
history is not an overstatement. On that day, IÉSEG
accomplished two ends at once by obtaining its EQUIS
reaccreditation and becoming the first post-baccalaureate
school in France to be certified for five years. Enough to
face the future with confidence...
Jean-Philippe Ammeux, Director of IÉSEG, and his teams,
particularly awaited this renewal: "Following on from obtaining
the triple crown of international accreditations (EQUIS, AACSB and
AMBA), this five-year renewal confirms our School's position as one
of the best International Business Schools. This is also a source of
recognition for IÉSEG stakeholders (governance members, teaching
staff, administrative teams, students, graduates and partners) who
all see their efforts rewarded". The involvement, professionalism
and commitment of all, as well as the sharing of strong common
values, impressed auditors. This EQUIS accreditation will for instance enable the School to attract more French and international
students, to put its graduates in the best conditions internationallyspeaking, and to improve its influence in France and abroad, thus
multiplying partnership opportunities with the best companies and
international Business Schools.

Great success for the Summer University of June 22!
The event enabled 200 professionals to take a step back
and discuss a theme which is more relevant than ever:
"new business frontiers".
In the new building of the Paris campus, participants shared,
for half a day, their vision on the new issues of the professional
world and challenges to be met. An exciting theme introduced
with a remarkable intervention by Benjamin Binot (President of
Procter & Gamble France, Belgium and Luxembourg) and Franck
Terner (General Manager of Air France). Led by an expert professor
from IÉSEG and two to three speakers from the business world
(Decathlon, BlaBlaCar, Orange, SNCF Group, Danone, Michel &
Augustin, etc.), each of the ten round-tables organised allowed
to get an overview on topics which today concern all employees
in a company, regardless of its size: "New collaborative models
serving organizations", "Why agility pays? ", " Relying on Emotional
Intelligence to develop leadership " or " The company of the future:
philanthropist, CSR, social business or B-corp? ". See you next
year for more reflection and exchange!
@ More info: v.boistard@ieseg.fr

bike to lille: a taste for challenge

@ More info and video: www.ieseg.fr/news

more than numbers
The CGE survey results regarding the integration of IÉSEG
2017 graduates give a reason to smile: they confirm both
the attractiveness of the training delivered by the School
and the professional fulfilment of our Alumni.

81,3% of graduates found their job before
leaving the School, with a gross average salary (France
and abroad, including bonuses) of € 43,233.
Like Florence Poirel (see p.8), 31% work abroad (including
V.I.E./ international corporate volunteering) and 56%
work internationally. While some start their own business
(see Hugo Allary p.6), 90,2% are on permanent contracts
and 89,5% have managerial positions in France.
On a scale of 1 to 5, the satisfaction rate for their
current job is 4,2.
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It's no secret that IÉSEG students and graduates love to challenge
themselves ... and take them on brilliantly! To conclude their
studies, and before moving into the professional world, Thomas
Frère and Christopher Duriez, two Master's degree students from
the Lille campus, launched the "Bike to Lille" project. The idea?
Going from Bangkok to Lille in six months through a 10,000 km
bike ride across fifteen countries, gaining a unique international
experience and getting out of their comfort zone. Did they
complete their adventure? Discover the answer on their
Facebook page "Bike to Lille" and on Instagram @biketolille !

what’s up?

a 'z' that stands for...
Generation Z: everyone knows about it, everyone talks about it, but
few people can understand it as well as Elodie Gentina and Marie-Ève
Delécluse. The two specialists just released an exciting and essential
book: "Génération Z, des Z consommateurs aux Z collaborateurs".
Conflicting aspirations
Doctor in Management Sciences and Teacher-Researcher at IÉSEG, Élodie Gentina
has developed thorough knowledge of the new generation by analysing it through
various approaches (interviews, observation phases, questionnaires). Having already
written "Marketing et Génération Z" in 2016, she once more joined forces with MarieÈve Delécluse (specialist in skill transmission and intergenerational issues within
organizations) to decipher and understand the behaviour and peculiarities of a
generation leading a revolution within the consumer society itself. Young people
with aspirations that are sometimes contradictory, imposing new challenges
on the professional world.

Answers to essential questions
Illustrated with many concrete and resolutely operational examples, the book is a
choice tool for corporate managers. Through surveys of 3,000 young people, experts
and business leaders' testimonials, it answers essential questions: who forms this
Generation Z? What is its relationship to work and management? What does it expect
from the corporate world? How to deal with it as a manager? An ideal book for this
autumn 2018!
@ More info: e.gentina@ieseg.fr - www.dunod.com

a new generation incubator

Are you an entrepreneur wishing to be supported through
the turning of your idea into a success? Good news:
Incubateur IÉSEG is moving to new premises dedicated
to project leaders.
Depending on your progress, there is necessarily a journey for you:
# SPARK: workshops to test the validity of your idea and structure
your vision. Open to everyone. # START: a twelve-month program
to launch your business, acquire your first customers and increase
your turnover. Open to anyone from the IÉSEG ecosystem (at least
a team member) with a mature concept - Selection based on application. # SCALE: meetings with mentor entrepreneurs and business
partners from the same sector to expand your business.
Open to anyone who has had a business for over two years, wishing
to expand to new markets and geographic territories.
Joining the IÉSEG incubator means:
- Being part of a tightly knit and passionate community of project
leaders and entrepreneurs;
- Accessing a range of skills, resources and opportunities favoured
by what a thrice accredited school can offer;
- Benefiting from national and international visibility and influence
on BtoC and BtoB markets.
So why not you? @ More info: http://incubateur.ieseg.fr

hip hip créenso!

For the past seven years, IÉSEG has been working alongside
the Fondation Immochan pour l’Entrepreneuriat Social by
presenting the CRÉENSO Prize. A beautiful way to remember
that entrepreneurship and solidarity can be combined.
This year, fifteen entrepreneurs were selected and supported by
IÉSEG Master students as part of a "skills sponsorship". For a year,
knowledge (marketing, communication, management, etc.) was
shared with creators according to their needs. At the end of that
year, a jury of 11 personalities from the world of social economy
decided between the three best projects and rewarded them
during a ceremony, on May 22, in Paris La Défense. The first prize
(€ 10,000) was awarded to Rézomes, a company providing alternatives
to synthetic phytosanitary products for a responsible and profitable
agriculture. Located in the Lille metropolitan area, La Vie est Belt
ranked second (€ 5,000) thanks to its fashion accessories designed
from recycled materials by staff in insertion. Lastly, Handivoyage,
a housing and holiday booking platform for people with disabilities,
received the third prize (€ 5,000). Good news: you can already
register to try your luck in 2018-2019. To your projects!
@ More info and application form: www.creenso.fr
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entrepreneur's words

From left to right: Sébastien Claeys,
Jean-Pierre Ocalan and Hugo Allary (IÉSEG
2011), the three partners of IPaidThat.

hugo allary
ipaidthat:hassle-free accounting
Fastidious and time-consuming, accounting is rarely a pleasure for business owners, no matter how small their structure is.
After graduating in 2011 and because he was directly concerned by the matter with his first start-up, Hugo Allary decided
to create IPaidThat, a tool which turns a chore into a walk in the park, allowing you to focus on the essentials: developing
your activity. No doubt you will contact him after this interview!
meeting challenges seems to be your driving force.
are you afraid of daily routine?
Maybe! When I left the School, I worked for a year as a broker in Shanghai
before joining ASO, a company organizing sports events (Paris Dakar, Tour
de France, etc.). For two years, I spent two weeks a month abroad; it was
exciting but gruelling. My future in the company was all planned out, but
that's exactly what I didn't want! I left everything with the desire to create
my own structure. I moved to New York and San Francisco to train in topics
such as web and business creation, and I came back with a home exchange
platform concept (Trampolinn) that I sold in 2016. During these three years
of entrepreneurship, like all Generation Y, I had a conflicting relationship
with accounting, which was making me waste valuable time. That's when
I first thought about creating IPaidThat with my partners...

what is your assessment of this first year and what are your goals?
Today 1,300 companies are registered, of which 250 pay a monthly
subscription starting from 9 euros. We are targeting 1,000 subscribers
within the next year. Word of mouth remains the best lever, and after
focusing on mailing and digital marketing, we want to move up a gear
with a fundraising of 2 million euros by the end of 2018. It will allow us
to recruit new talents (we are now 3 associates and 4 employees, including
3 V.I.E./international corporate volunteering IÉSEG members), to better
communicate (exhibitions, press, etc.) and to pursue our international
development. We started with France because it is the most complex
country administratively-speaking and we just started in Spain and
the United Kingdom. We are now targeting the US and no doubt our
participating in the CES in Las Vegas next January will help us gain
legitimacy and visibility. It’s a superb spotlight for a project like ours.

what is determining about your start-up?

what makes a good entrepreneur?

IPaidThat makes life easier for business leaders through machine learning

Good entrepreneurs are above all good managers. They don't act alone and
must surround themselves with colleagues that do better than them on
each subject. They must share their vision with their team and be resilient;
everything takes time, you need to constantly question yourself and never
hesitate to make your idea deviate or to change plans. Finally, a good
entrepreneur must be open-minded. In this sense, IÉSEG was an excellent
springboard: in addition to discovering accounting, I spent two years
studying abroad. In my opinion, there is no better training than travel...

and artificial intelligence. Our tool automatically retrieves invoices in

i spent two years
studying abroad.
in my opinion,
there is no better
training than travel...
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emails or directly in the customers’
accounts of suppliers, then it extracts
the essential information (VAT,
amount, date, etc.) before discharging
them into the accounting software.
Go to https://ipaidthat.io to discover
all features!

@ More info: hugo@ipaidthat.io - https://ipaidthat.io

flashback

muriel gauthier
a fresh start thanks to iéseg
In June 2016, after several years in a web agency, Muriel Gauthier decided to go back to school to improve her knowledge
in finance and boost her career. And not just any school: IÉSEG, with its Executive Postgraduate program in Financial
Management (Executive Mastère Spécialisé® Direction Financière - MSDF). Now a graduate, she takes stock of two intense
and exciting years which took her even further than she had imagined...
what makes your
history so special?
I joined a web agency
about ten years ago as
an accountant. I then
became Executive
Assistant and then
Finance and Administration Manager after
obtaining my Executive
Mastère Spécialisé®
Direction Financière
at IÉSEG. I particularly
appreciate the richness
and transversal nature
of this new position:
I juggle between administrative and financial
issues, and I'm in contact
with various people
(customers and suppliers).
No place for routine
in my daily life!

why did you choose
iéseg and what do you
remember about these
two years of study?
I chose by comparing
three "FD" master’s
degree based on the
quality of speakers, but
also of taught courses
and topics. I picked
IÉSEG and I'm so glad
I did! These two years
were a marvellous
human adventure during
which I discovered an
incredible solidarity and
cohesion between students. I also remember
the intensity of this
period, between courses,
homework, my thesis to
write... in addition to my
job in the web agency.

smapps, sports in
complete freedom
Available in September
2018 on iPhone and
Android, SMAPPS is a
free application which
facilitates and encourages
sports practice. It is intended for coaches and small
gyms wanting to optimize
their filling rate, for athletes
wishing to discover a new
discipline without subscribing or buying a loyalty
card. Its secret? Geolocation and a well-thought
home-made algorithm.
Go to https://smapps.app
for more information.
To your smartphones...
and your sneakers!

what is your best
memory? and the
toughest one?
My best memory is the
surprise birthday we had
organized for Eric, the
Provencal of our class:
we had booked a
rooftop, Paris was at our
feet... and rosé in our
glasses! The most difficult is undoubtedly our
last class together, we
knew we were putting
something behind us.
Today, I’m still in touch
with teachers and the
administrative teams.
I even organized a day
within the School to
test the application I'm
launching this month...

this application
was born from a
beautiful meeting...
Yes, with Eric Figueredo.
We both come from
Provence, we met on the
first day of the MSDF!
We worked together on
case studies and supported each other during
these fifteen months of
Mastère. The day before
the defence of our
thesis, I mentioned
my application idea
(see box). Eric was
immediately seduced
by the challenge and
I suggested we joined
forces to launch
SMAPPS together.
A beautiful way
to conclude these
two years!

@ More info: murielgauthier@yahoo.fr - https://smapps.app
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florence poirel
welcome to google
Through perseverance and hard work, Florence Poirel (IÉSEG 2011) managed to integrate a giant of the Web,
a dream for many graduates: Google AI, in Zurich, as Program Manager. How is life in this city in the north of Switzerland?
What is the daily life of a Google employee? What are her plans? Meet a fighter!
what was the starting point of your Zurich adventure?

Career path

After graduating from
IÉSEG in 2011, Florence
Poirel joined a Belgian
company as Marketing &
Communication Manager.
Eighteen months later,
she decides to make a
fresh start and leaves
for Dublin without any
job or housing perspective. The best decision
she ever made! To put
the odds on her side, she
pursues an accelerated
curriculum and graduates
from the Digital Marketing Institute. A winning
choice since she joins
YouTube in October
2013, before Google AI
EMEA four years later.
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After four years in Ireland working for YouTube, I felt the urge
to change countries and missions with Google. I had already
visited Zurich in a professional context and I fell for it. In June
2017, a Program Manager position opened in this city and
I jumped at the chance. Three months later, I joined AI EMEA,
the Research and Development department.

And then nature: skiing, hiking, climbing, swimming, kayaking...
That's the advantage of having the lake in the middle and
mountains all around. Every day feels a bit like you're on
holidays. You can even go skiing on weekends, less than an
hour away.

what does your job as a program manager involve?

Yes absolutely! The first few weeks here were made easier
by Google which is very effective in supporting its employees
through the "Noogler Training". I found a nice apartment in less
than a fortnight, ten minutes’ walk away from my office. The
opening of my bank account left its mark on me. They asked for
a balance sheet of my assets and when the banker analysed my
list, he exclaimed: "Is that it? Are you sure you have not forgotten
anything?". Apparently, the standard of living in Switzerland is
above average! Culturally-speaking, Zurich is an international
city, it's easy to get by even without speaking German. Such
cultural diversity is a real pleasure on a day-to-day basis.

My role is first of all to improve a multitude of internal
processes in order to maximise our teams' work, both with
each other and in collaboration with our product partners
(Calendar, Gmail, etc.) and with our Mountain View teams
(Google headquarters). I also work to improve our communication
plan, both internally and externally, to promote the work of our
research scientists in Europe. Finally, I support our expansion
efforts in Europe by opening new research centres in the
EMEA region. Working for Google is exciting, our work days are
punctuated by opportunities and challenges, in an exceptional
atmosphere. All our teams are international, which means
communicating in English and adapting to all our cultural
differences. It's a beautiful day-to-day exchange.

a few words about the spirit of zurich...

what makes the "google way of work" special?

Efficiency and nature! In Switzerland, everything works
perfectly: trains are on time, everything is clean, administrative
procedures are simple and fast. It's almost disconcerting!

Google offers an advantage I never found elsewhere: the ability
to define your job from day to day and quite freely. Our motto
is "think big, fail fast". We can test anything and if it doesn’t

was it easy to fit in?

international
"thanks to classes being
taught in english, iéseg
got me interested in living
an international career.
it all started from there..."
work quickly, we move on. We're moving
and developing in a "no reproach" culture:
if a project is a failure, we write a "postmortem", explaining what went wrong,
what could have been done differently for
our colleagues to avoid making the same
mistakes in their own projects. This really
helps you dare and try without feeling
restrained. I report on my activities at the
end of each week and our performance
is assessed twice a year. This makes it
possible to maintain constant effort and
to regularly take stock of your progress.
Finally, what is said about Google workspaces is true: this is paradise. High-quality meals served for free (which I enjoy
morning, noon and night), gyms, rock
climbing walls, game, music or relaxing
rooms with massage chairs.

did iéseg help you find
your place in the world?
Yes, if only for being able to speak
English. Quickly, all courses were in
English and it boosted my level and made
me want to go on exchange in New York
State and then to take a gap year in North
Carolina where I worked in event management. I was able to create a network
in the United States that later spread
to Europe. It all started from there...

what are your favourite places in zurich?
There are so many! For skiing, one hour
away by train: Flumserberg. Griffig for
indoor climbing. In the summer, going
around the lake is really nice, I especially

vanessa schulz
an international career
thanks to iéseg mib

like Landiwiese, and Rieterpark which is
really peaceful. For restaurants, as long
as they serve fondue, I'm happy! And for
a little city hike to work off calories, climb
up the Uetliberg and enjoy the view!

what do you see yourself
doing the future?
I rarely make plans for more than two
years, but I feel really good here. I want to
explore all the dimensions of my position
with Google AI and I plan on staying
in Switzerland for a long time. I plan on
learning German and see where all this
takes me!

artificial intelligence is widely discussed. how can it be useful to society?
Its benefits affect both health and biology
(algorithms to diagnose diabetic retinopathy, help find breast cancer tumours,
predict molecule properties, etc.),
the environment (technologies to save
marine mammals, reduce overfishing, etc.)

Some say life is all about
opportunities... that must
be seized and created! To
achieve her professional
goals, Vanessa Schulz took
the MSc in International
Business (MIB) at IÉSEG.
Here is her evalutation:
in what context did you choose
iéseg’s msc in international business?
I had already completed a Master's degree in Foreign
Languages at the University of Heidelberg while
working part-time in two companies in Marketing
and Sales. These professional experiences made me
want to develop my skills in these areas which are
very different from what I studied. I then looked into
International Business training courses hoping to
start a career in international management. I chose
IÉSEG because of its excellent reputation, its varied
curriculum and intercultural approach. And I never
regretted my choice!

or accessibility and creativity (machine
learning to subtitle over 1 billion videos
in 10 languages for 300 million deaf and
hard-of-hearing people around the world,
research on safety and equal opportunities, etc.). These are just a few examples...
out of hundreds of thousands.

@ More info: fpoirel@google.com

why?
IÉSEG's MIB taught me a lot about the world in
general, about international business and about
myself! The curriculum was dense, but exciting to
pursue, and teachers were used to speak to an international audience. Even though weeks were intense,
my classmates and I took time to relax on weekends.
On a personal level, I have learned to manage my
time and adapt to cultural differences within a group
that must achieve common goals. Each nationality
has its own specificities and it’s a real challenge to
make everyone work together. It allowed me to open
up to new horizons and make lasting friendships.
your assessment seems particularly positive...
True! This year of study helped me achieve my
professional goals: after my IÉSEG graduation in
2014, I moved to Zurich and joined SAP Switzerland.
I’m now an Innovation Lead for the Swiss Market Unit.
My job is to identify and lead innovative projects
related to Big Data, Data Intelligence or Machine
Learning. I also make sure our internal resources
are accessible to all our employees so that our
clients can remain leaders in the digital age.
do you like living in zurich?
It would be difficult not to! I often compare Switzerland to Disneyland: everything is perfectly organized,
clean, secure and efficient. Zurich is an international
city with all the advantages of Switzerland. An hour
away by car, you can eat a croissant in France or hike
in the Alps. At the end of the day, you can always go
swim in a lake. Not to mention the old town district
which reminds me of the Vieux Lille and its friendly
inhabitants.
@ More info: vanessa.schulz@sap.com

In her personal life as in her
professional life, Florence
always aims higher!
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nicolas messio
in tune with his times
What drives Nicolas Messio (IÉSEG 2003)? President of IÉSEG Network for the past two years, he perfectly embodies a
generation in need of hard facts and meaning to move forward and get involved. With his feet on the ground and his head
in the clouds – or rather the stars of Disneyland® Paris where he has been working since 2013 – he juggles, on a daily basis,
between his various activities with one ambition: see the results of what he undertakes. We followed him for a day...

a man of challenges
and projects
After graduating from IÉSEG in
2003, Nicolas Messio joined a
social and solidarity economy
group, and set up a project
related to the distribution of
sustainably produced goods.
In 2011, he decided to take an
MBA (in Sydney and California)
to meet new challenges.
A fruitful choice since he joined
Disneyland Paris in 2013, first
as a Business Development
Manager, then as Marketing
Strategy Manager, and finally
as Senior Sales and Distribution
Manager in January 2018.
After leaving the School,
he stayed in touch with the
teaching and administrative
staff as well as fellow students.
He even participated in some
of the IÉSEG's oral exams
and IÉSEG Network's events.
A closeness that naturally led
him to become President of
IÉSEG Network in 2016 and
to work with his team on
the redesign of the network
services around three axes:
career offer development
towards various profiles,
digitization to create still more
connections and internationalization to guide, support and
represent graduates around
the world.
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7:00
Wake up time. I never start the day
without a good breakfast. A sacred
moment, probably because my father
was a baker. Then, off to MarneLa-Vallée, at the headquarters of
Disneyland Paris where I started
working in 2013. Since last January,
I am Sales and Distribution Senior
Manager. I am in charge of optimizing product distribution (accommodation and tickets to the park)
through our direct and indirect
channels.

8:30
Arrival at the office. I often start
with an update on the business
activity of the previous day and a
follow-up of attendance and income
curves of our parks. My department
aims at achieving the objectives
assigned by the parent company
and optimizing the park's occupancy
depending on the time of year.
I also greatly value our visitors'
satisfaction. In the evening, when
I'm going home by RER, I sometimes
see them with a smile on their
faces. There is no better reward.

11:00
The day is often interspersed with
meetings to prepare for the future.

8:00 p.m.

We will soon enlarge our Walt Disney
Studio park and we are working on
the Sales and Distribution system
that will come with this expansion.
I particularly appreciate the variety
of missions and issues I deal with:
every day is different from the next.
Being Europe's leading tourist
destination with 16,000 employees,
Disneyland Paris is a source of stimulating and ambitious challenges
for me. We reach a wide audience
around the world and what we
implement creates emotion and
lasting memories for our visitors.
The result of our actions can be
verified: it’s very real.

3:00 p.m.
Every day, I make sure to take an
hour to work on the presentations
and validations of the latest Marketing & Sales partnership project
with the Disneyland Paris Deputy
Managing Director. We're lucky we
can use important marketing levers
(media, distributors throughout the
world, etc.). We also organize many
events to reach an ever-wider
audience: the Electroland Festival
in the Walt Disney Studio Park or a
jazz festival this month, for instance.

Back to Paris. Every week, I take a
moment with the IÉSEG Network
team to review current topics.
I'm lucky I can rely on a motivated
and autonomous team. I'm very
passionate about my activity as
President of IÉSEG Network and
I can draw a parallel with my daily
life at Disneyland Paris: here too,
it's all about hard facts! We can
already see the results of the
strategic actions implemented since
I started (see box). I never hesitate
to take IÉSEG interns in my service.
They are the best ambassadors
for our School...

9:00 p.m.
Time to relax! I often meet friends
in my favourite place for dinner:
La Brigout, rue d'Argout (Paris,
2nd arrondissement) run by Nicolas
Simon (IÉSEG 2005). A quality
restaurant, tasty and unpretentious.
Sometimes I also go to the gym
to clear my head and make sure to
disconnect after a big day. It's part
of my balance...
@ More info:
nicolas.messio@gmail.com

Credit: Grégory Chris Misandeau

career focus

discover yourself and blossom
thanks to the career offer
Elizabeth Toucas' recent hiring as Career Manager and Executive Coach confirms the ambition of IÉSEG Network:
continually improve our services to better support Alumni through a personalized and differentiated offer to build
a coherent and tailor-made project. Alix Bruant (IÉSEG 2017) recently benefited from this career offer and decided
to share her experience. No doubt that by the end of this testimony, you'll want to follow her example to take stock
of your professional life, set new goals or simply get to know yourself better.
why did you use iéseg network career center?
Career path

After a Master's degree
in Finance whilst being
an apprentice at Société
Générale, Alix Bruant
joined an NGO in
Cambodia. After a few
months abroad, as she
was preparing her job
search for her return
to France, she decided
to make use of IÉSEG
Network's career offer.

When you're looking for a job, you don't always know where to
start and you can feel lonely. I saw the career offer as a great
way to take stock of my desires and feel guided and supported
through this process.

how has coaching benefited you
and allowed you to move forward?
Thanks to her daily support, kindness and active listening
during each stage of the process, Elizabeth Toucas helped me
overcome conscious and unconscious blocks that prevented me
from moving forward to build a professional project that suits
me 100%. This first coaching was a real trigger and confirmed
my desire to participate in the various workshops she hosted.

which workshops did you participate in?
I started with the cycle of five "GERE" workshops (Groupe
d’Échange et de Recherche d’Emploi - Exchange and Job Search
Group) on these topics: freeing yourself from limiting beliefs,
defining your career plan, mastering tools (CV and cover letter),
learning how to introduce yourself (pitch) and optimize your
network approach. This allowed me to better identify my priorities
and integrate them into my professional project. At the same
time, I attended the "Mieux se connaître et développer son
potentiel avec le MBTI" [Getting to know yourself better and
developing your potential thanks to MBTI] workshop. It helped

me understand my behavioural preferences and grasp the
differences which may exist between people. I learned the
importance of adapting communication to people in order
to do your best in managing all situations, including conflicts.
Finally, the "Développer son impact relationnel et personnel
grâce à la PNL” [Developing relational and personal impact
through NLP] workshop was a great help to me during interviews
to create a bond of trust with recruiters.

what is your assessment of the support
you received from the career center?
I appreciated the diversity of the career offer (personalized
coaching, professional development counsel and collective
workshops), its benefits hold true both in my professional
and personal interactions. Thanks to a better definition of
my true aspirations, a mastery of job search tools and a better
knowledge of my personality, I gained clarity in expressing and
presenting my ideas, as well as self-confidence! I recommend it
to all graduates, young or experienced, whether they are looking
for work or questioning their professional status. There's
something in it for everyone and Elizabeth will help you to
stay motivated! As for me, I recently signed a two-year V.I.E.
[international corporate volunteering] in financial control with
Bouygues Construction in Australia. I'm overjoyed!

@ More info: e.toucas@ieseg.fr - alix.bruant@ieseg.fr
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yvon moysan
who’s afraid of ai?
Artificial intelligence? From HAL, the mad computer of 2001: The Space
Odyssey to the conscious entity of Ghost in the Shell, from novels to
manga and including films, the expression has often been ambiguous
somehow and it remains connected to sci-fi universes that are not always
reassuring. Tomorrow, will we live under the thumb of robots? Has the
human being had its day? IÉSEG professor Yvon Moysan comes back to
a major technological breakthrough and separates fantasy from reality.
everyone is always talking about
artificial intelligence (ai). why?
Contrary to what one might think, AI is
an old subject since the first research
programmes date back to the 50s. The
current buzz around this idea is explained
above all by the explosion of the amount
of data that we produce, which continues
to double each year, largely supported and
maintained by the generalization of social
networks and connected objects. Analysis
of this information flow means we are
able today to acquire very precise and
thorough knowledge about individual
behaviour. Not only does Google forget
nothing and analyse everything, but it
is able to develop predictive models
allowing to get a good idea of what
you will become and what you will do
in a few years, and therefore to define
your value as a potential customer.

however, this data storage
and analysis comes at a price...
Cloud development and technological
progress made it possible to reduce it
in drastic proportions. The development
of machine learning and algorithmics, as
well as deep learning, enriched the artificial
intelligence of the early days. Today, these
programmes can, for instance, teach software to recognize a cat in a photograph.
Whether white or black, standing or lying,
the computer will be able to identify

"education must develop
a critical mind for new
generations to learn
and make the best use
of new technologies".
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it for sure and without any human help.
Applied to facial recognition or other
areas, it's far from anecdotal.

possibilities can be scary.
has the pandora box been opened?
The problem is not so much with the
digital as with the use we make of it. AI
is just the new version of an old question.
Internet was invented by the US military
and the first unmanned aircraft were
designed for military purposes. However,
the Internet is now used by everyone and
in some remote areas in Rwanda, only
drones can carry blood bags to hospitals.
AI can certainly serve unworthy goals and
causes but it also detects more accurately
than the best oncologist on the planet
cancer or heart attack risks in patients.

is ai likely to replace humans?
To some extent, this is already true, which,
again, is not new. Google, which is already
a semblance of artificial intelligence, has
certainly accumulated much more knowledge than any human being, but in what
way is this different from an 18th-century
encyclopaedia? The question is, what are
we going to do with these innovations?
The subject of education illustrates this
new challenge. What good is it to transmit
knowledge that anyone can verify, specify
and sometimes correct in a few seconds?
Education must evolve; it is no longer a
question of trying to transmit knowledge
but rather of developing a critical mind
for the new generations to learn and make
the best use of the technologies of their
time. This is not obvious: the much-talked
about millennials are not inherently more
talented than their elders.

decoding

how to do this?
By giving them the necessary weapons and tools. The Digital Marketing &
Innovation master's degree deals with topics such as neuroscience or
neuromarketing but also includes sociology, philosophy or writing courses.
This varied programme is based on the idea that it is our diversity and our
critical mind which will enable us, tomorrow, to differentiate ourselves from
artificial intelligence. None of my 31 students are alike: when faced with
the same question, they will answer in 31 different ways. This is not the
case with Alexa, Cortana or Siri whose reactions are largely standardized.

ai is still in its early stages. how do you
take account of that fact in your classes?

Career path

Harvard graduate Yvon
Moysan leads IÉSEG's
master's degree in
Digital Marketing and
Innovation. His work
focuses on the impact
of digital and connected
objects. Founder of
Saint-Germain Consulting, a Digital Marketing
consulting firm specializing in the banking,
insurance and retail
sectors, he is a regular
speaker, in France and
abroad, in various
professional and
academic conferences.

We're establishing contact with an increasing number of companies from
a wide variety of sectors to get our students used to evolve in various
contexts. We've recently worked with Undiz, a textile manufacturer,
to develop a series of solutions relying on AI. We worked on solutions to
identify future successful collections based on reliable signals. They were
also able to discover already implemented solutions such as the optimization
of delivery routes through the use of a Waze-inspired tool or the adaptation
of advertising devices deployed in physical stores through the analysis
of client profiles, whose tastes vary from one neighbourhood to another.

what is the next step for ai?
We’re going straight towards the development of a higher stage, that of
artificial consciousness. Researchers are already working on giving robots
a story to develop an ability to be affected or to think. But who knows
what will happen when artificial intelligence will be more human-like...

@ More info: y.moysan@ieseg.fr

Frédéric Scibetta, Yvon Moysan, Eric Dosquet, Frédéric Dosquet, authors of
"L'Internet des objets et la data : l'intelligence artificielle comme rupture stratégique"
[The Internet of Things and Data: Artificial Intelligence as a strategic break].
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things are moving for our graduates!

family record book

A selection of our graduates' nominations
in recent months. Congratulations to all of them!

Because all the great moments of our graduates are
nice to share, we're counting on you to share them
by mail (l.noel@ieseg.fr).
births
IÉSEG 2002 - Anna, daughter
of Valérie Honoré and Antoine
Perruchot, born December 3,
2017.
IÉSEG 2005 - Adrien, son
of Julie Roger and Alexandre
Dutel, born November 20, 2017.

fabien omont (iéseg 2005)
benoit raulin (iéseg 1989)

is Branch Manager at Oath
since June 2018.

was appointed Vice President
of Strategic Partnerships,
Mergers and Acquisitions for
Bridgestone Europe, Middle
East & Africa in July 2018.

IÉSEG 2006 - Élise,
daughter of Sophie Cavrois
and Mathieu Parmantier,
born March 18, 2018.
IÉSEG 2006 - Adrien,
son of Charlotte Vialle
and Rémi Ginoux,
born November 23, 2017.

victoria garonnaire
(iéseg 2015) is Senior
International Project Manager
/ Bodycare & Hygiene Mix
for L'Oréal since June 2018.

became General Manager for
Oney France in January 2018.

Lille

isabelle moret (iéseg 1991)
was promoted to Managing
Director for SOS Villages
d'Enfants France in June 2018.

. 18/10/2018 : "Networking
or Not Working" conference,
with Hervé Bommelaer,
Network Expert - Paris and
Live Streaming (see opposite).

. 29/11/2018 : œnology
evening - Lille

IÉS! No.2 - SEPTEMBER 2018

IÉSEG 2008 - Mateo, son of
Julieta and Julien Devergnies,
born February 6, 2018.
IÉSEG 2008 - Camille, daughter
of Aurélie and Maxime Abarnou,
born April 18, 2018.
IÉSEG 2008 - Éléonore, daughter
of Emilie and Tristan Desmazières, born May 22, 2018.

. 15/11/2018 : "Détour vers
votre futur : trouver sa voie
sur la route de soi" conference,
with Vincent Avanzi, Chief Poetic
Officer - Paris (see opposite).

IÉSEG 2007 - Valentine, daughter
of Stéphanie Ellart et Jérôme
Guimard, born May 27, 2018.

IÉSEG 2008 - Baptiste,
son of Laurène Guisolphe
and Alexandre Paquet,
born May 3, 2018

mark your calendars

. 16/10/2018 : whisky tasting -

IÉSEG 2006 - Charlotte,
daughter of Ludivine Guillaume
and Omar Serrano,
born January 31, 2018.

IÉSEG 2008 - Noé, son
of Quiterie de Rorthays
and Arthur Massiet du Biest,
born December 27, 2017.

corinne hochart (iéseg 1994)

A selection of unmissable
IÉSEG Network's event
in the coming months!

IÉSEG 2006 - Chloé, daughter
of Frédérique Pirus and
Sébastien Mouchot, born
November 13, 2017.

IÉSEG 2009 & IÉSEG 2010 Charlotte, daughter of Pauline
Houze-Binauld and Sébastien
Lageix, born December 10, 2017.
IÉSEG 2009 - Alexis, son
of Lucie Lesaffre and François
Devossel, born June 1, 2018.
IÉSEG 2009 - Victoire, daughter
of Sophie D’Erceville
and Martin Guibourg,
born December 1, 2017.
IÉSEG 2009 - Castille,
daughter of Inès and Benoît
Roux, born March 26, 2018.
IÉSEG 2009 - Victor,
son of Clotilde Buriez
and Ludovic Clerc,
born April 20, 2018.
IÉSEG 2009 - Victor,
son of Juliette Richard
and Arnaud Veyrat,
born July 2, 2018.
IÉSEG 2010 - Céléna,
daughter of Aurore Burietz
and Jad Barakat,
born February 20, 2018.
IÉSEG 2010 - Alexandre,
son of Pauline Vandierendonck
and Nicolas Poupard,
born May 4, 2018.
IÉSEG 2013 - James,
son of Emma Baudouin
and Pierre Caffin,
born January 24, 2018.
Executive MS Direction
Financière - Louise Inès,
daughter of Gina and Mohammed
Derrar, born January 21, 2018.

weddings
Lola Bidet (IÉSEG 2016) and
Edouard Maillet (IÉSEG 2013),
June 8, 2018.
Amélie Colson (IÉSEG 2016)
and Rodolphe Debacker
(IÉSEG 2017), July 22, 2017.

join us on social networks!
jean-philippe hénaff
(iéseg 1993) is the new Marketing and Purchasing Director
for First Stop since 2018.
He had been working for three
years with the group Feu Vert.

To avoid missing any IÉSEG Network news between
two IÉS! issues, go to social networks: LinkedIn via the
association group, Facebook "IÉSEG Network - Alumni"
and "IÉSEG Network - Students", Twitter @iesegnetwork
and, this autumn's novelty, Instagram @iesegnetwork.

networkwise

welcome to your network

solidarity is a strength

May 19 was a memorable day for the students of the
49th class of IÉSEG Programme Grande École: the day
they graduated after five years together.

Beyond its unforgettable atmosphere, the annual IÉSEG
Network evening on June 22 (see p.2) was also marked
by an event reminiscent of our Network's commitment.

Preceded by a "pre-graduation" ceremony for students in the Bachelor
in International Business and Postgraduate programmes, the ceremony
was held at La Défense in front of 2,400 people. Bruno de Fougeroux,
sponsor of the event (IÉSEG 1998 - Danone) also announced the
winners of a "marketing innovation" challenge organized with
400 students in the 2nd year of the Programme Grande École.
Congratulations to our graduates, now joining IÉSEG Network's
large family and to whom we wish a beautiful career!

Nicolas Messio, President of IÉSEG Network, gave on behalf of
our association, a cheque for € 40,000 to the IÉSEG Foundation in
order to help deserving students pay for their studies. An important
cheque for an important cause: making quality training accessible
to the greatest number through innovative measures. You too can
commit to this great cause by making a donation. Do you know
what they say about many small streams making one big river?
Go to https://ieseg.iraiser.eu/b/mon-don

network useful

find your way

master the codes

Want to network better for a successful
career? Good news: IÉSEG Network
organizes the "Networking or Not
Working" conference on October 18
in Paris.

On November 15, the conference
"Détour vers votre futur : trouver
sa voie sur la route de soi" may well
change the way you look at yourself
and at the world!

They are everywhere and everyone
knows them. Facebook, Google+, Twitter,
Instagram, Viméo have changed
our personal and professional lives.
But are we really in control?

Outplacement consultant for Enjeux
Dirigeants and considered as the "Network
Pope" in France, Hervé Bommelaer will lead
this event which should be beneficial to all.
Whether you're looking for a first position,
in office, going through professional
repositioning or if you're a mission research
consultant, networking is a key factor
to your success. Also available in livestreaming, this conference will teach
you to network like a pro, not an amateur!

IÉSEG Network offers you an exceptional
encounter with a person as amazing as
he is explosive: Vincent Avanzi, Chief
Poetic Officer, Inspirational Speaker, Human
Richness Developer and Founder of The
Ink of the Future. His presentation invites
you to enter your "talent zone" and
embark on a futuristic journey to outline
new horizons for your career. He will share
advice on finding your true place and
tracing your way on "the road of self".

2017 graduate Sarah Gillot teamed up with
Frédéric Rossi to write "Comment optimiser
l’usage des réseaux sociaux dans les PME".
Riddled with practical advice, this book provide SMEs' managers with all the tools necessary to effectively target their audience
and address them at the right time, with the
right message. It also reminds the fact that
used correctly, social networks participate,
among other things, in the inexpensive
creation of a consistent brand image.
Available in all good bookstores!

@ Info: https://ieseg-network.com/events

@ Info: https://ieseg-network.com/events

@ Info: sarah.gillot@ieseg.fr
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iéseg network

an ever closer network

caravan
soon

Many of you have shown interest for our workshops and conferences in Paris
and Lille... but you’re living in other regions. What if IÉSEG Network came to you?

how to
register?

à la carte services

Starting this September,
our caravan will travel across
Europe to provide services
related to professional
and personal development.
A caravan to collect your desires,
your needs and build a consistent
and tailor-made offer. Feel free
to make comments and express
your expectations!

near you!

# One-on-one coaching and/
or professional development
counselling sessions
# A collective workshop on
getting to know yourself better
and developing your potential
with MBTI

Watch out for the next IÉSEG Network
newsletter to find out when the caravan
will be in your city and sign up for the
provided services!
@More info: e.toucas@ieseg.fr
Career Manager and Executive
Coach at IÉSEG Network,
Elizabeth Toucas will be in
Lyon, Brussels, Luxembourg
City and London to support
you in three areas:

# A time for exchanges and
networking in a friendly setting
And tomorrow? Still more cities
and à la carte services to guide
and support you throughout
your professional life!

